
Y3  Home Learning Journey tasks
To be returned to school by 19.07.21

Have a go at these activities to support our learning!

Religious Education

Choose a church in Stalham (or

one near you!).

Sketch some features you can

see outside and/or inside the

church.

Computing

Create a Google Slides

adventure story! Use colours,

images, text boxes,

animations to make your

story come to life! Print off

your presentation or take

photos.

Geography

Research Fair Trade and make a

poster showing the importance

of this.

3 merits 3 merits 3 merits

P.E

How many claps can you do

when throwing a ball (use a

rolled up pair of socks if you

don't have a ball) in the air?

Make sure you are outside and

have space.

DT

What pneumatic systems can

you spot around your house?

How many pneumatic systems

can you think of?

List and sketch them in your

book!

Music

Login to your Yumu account and

sing along with all of the songs

we have learnt this year. Can

you describe them using the

elements of music? (pitch,

duration, tempo, texture,

dynamics, structure)

2 merits 3 merits 3 merits

Maths

Numbots uses the same

username and password as

your TTRS.

Can you reach Copper level on

Numbots?

English

Choose your favourite fable

(a short story with a moral)

and illustrate it with a story

board.

Science

Explore the ways forces act on

a range of everyday objects,

including on different surfaces.

Conduct a fair test and compare

your results- present your

findings in any way you wish!

4 merits 3 merits 4 merits

You can choose to do as many activities as you like but take care with your presentation. The more

activities you complete, the more merits you earn- the amount of merits stated above are the

maximum you will be rewarded for each task. Please complete your work on paper and stick it neatly

into your book. For the making activities, either take a photo of your make and stick it in or bring it

in- we love seeing them! When you have completed an activity, cross out the box to show what you

have achieved. Enjoy your learning!

Miss Basey, Mrs Lamb and Mrs Smith


